
SJ1221 Control protocol

Normal work, transfer screen data ( Controller DO output port）

1. （RESET）： above 250uS low bit, After a frame of data has been sent, a reset code shall be sent then the
transmitted data shall take effect.

2. Work code

111111111111 111111111111 111111111111 111111111111 000000000001 W R3R2R1R0G3G2G1G0B3B2B1B0

Current setting data work code sequence

3. Work code： “W time” low bit

“W time”： The time to send 1 channel data ( 12 bits) ，W time=1.3uS（bits time）*12（bits）=15.6uS，

note： when work code between 5 bits and 6 bits，Work code allow deviation 1 0 u S

4. frame data： send high bits first, in R-G-B sequence

36 bits data：

R11 R10 R9 R8 R7 R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 R0

G11 G10 G9 G8 G7 G6 G5 G4 G3 G2 G1 G0

B11 B10 B9 B8 B7 B6 B5 B4 B3 B2 B1 B0

1st 36BIT n 36BIT restreset work work



The data is transmitted in 0, divided by "1", "0" and RESET

5. controller standard signal：

Name description Normal deviation

T0H 0 ，high bits 0.35µs ± 2 0 ns

T1H 1 ，high bits 0.7µs ± 4 0 ns

T0L 0 ，low bits ＞＝0.9µs

T1L 1 ，low bits ＞＝0.55µs

Treset Reset ，low bits >250us

Note:

1, Low bits affect controller transmit frequency, controller following above form,
time cycle ＞＝1.25uS,
When higher than 1.25uS, should keep high bits the same time and extension low bits time.
When time cycle=1.25uS, transmit frequency is 800K.

2, the low bits time between any 2 code should smaller than 50uS during one frame data.

6. SJ1221 CH current setting data.

R3R2R1R0: red 16 current，4 bits
G3G2G1G0: green 16 current，4 bits
B3B2B1B0: blue 16current，4bits

[bit3~bit0] is setting OUTR，OUTG, OUTB output Constant current value，

Value range：
1.5mA-24mA(SJ1221A)， limit：1.5mA ；

3mA-48mA(UCS5603B), limit：3mA，
As following form:

BIT3 BIT2 BIT1 BIT0 10 system
UCS5603A UCS5603B

Constant current
value（mA）

Constant current
value（mA）

0 0 0 0 0 1.5 3

0 0 0 1 1 3 6
0 0 1 0 2 4.5 9

0 0 1 1 3 6 12

0 1 0 0 4 7.5 15



Note: controller Defaults, suggest 18mA（SJ1221A），36mA（SJ1221B）

7. The controller first sends the gray data of the first point to which it is connected, and then sends the
grayscale data in sequence

8 . how to get first led with dual-signal （ controller need F D O port）

Former data is controller port 1 （ D O port ） send to first led DI N ， if controller have port 2（ FD O port ） connect

first led F D I N ， the transmit data is difference with DIN port， need to insert a 3*12 bits data between first work

code and gray data，

This 36 bits data can be any number (F D I N will ignore the first 36 bits data after work code),

Suggest all 0, so the first led have dual-signal function.

reset work
36BIT any
number 1st 36BIT N 36BIT reset work

0 1 0 1 5 9 18

0 1 1 0 6 10.5 21

0 1 1 1 7 12 24
1 0 0 0 8 13.5 27

1 0 0 1 9 15 30

1 0 1 0 10 16.5 33
1 0 1 1 11 18 36

1 1 0 0 12 19.5 39

1 1 0 1 13 21 42

1 1 1 0 14 22.5 45

1 1 1 1 15 24 48



Channel status test（controller DO output port）

1. Reset ： above 250uS low bits

Note: during channel test, should send rest and test code in high frequency and continuously, In order to
get better test results, suggest that the test code + reset code time in 500uS

2. test
111111111111 111111111111 111111111111 111111111111 000000001111 000000000000

3. Precautions in the test

In the actual production test, suggest to divide the following two steps:

1. Normal test： The controller sends the R-G-B-black four-color jump program, this program can
simultaneously measure the signal transmission and lack of color leakage and other
issues, should first be tested to exclude such failures before the next channel test.

2. Channel status test： The controller sends the 2-frame all-black program to turn off all the lights, and
then sends the "channel status test" program, that is, high-frequency transmission
test code + reset code, "channel status test" program can be activated by a light to
identify a single channel failure or 2 channel short circuit and other failures, and
such failures in the first step may not test the test out.

Note that the channel lights should be based on all screen data is black, then it can marked correctly.

When any main or assist channel receiving the test code, enter the test status, the following is the
corresponding light（brightness 25%）

1. only main ch get test code ： R on，GB stay original (black)
2. only assist ch get test code： G on，RB stay original (black)
3. both main and assist ch get test code： RG on，B stay original (black)

4.
both main and assist ch didn’t get test
code： RGB stay original (black)

1：before controller transmit channel state test program, need to send 2 frame full black picture data,
to make all the lights off, so the main and assist channel test are effective, can determine the light on
is after test code received, Rather than the original it is.

2： Main and assist channel get test code, light on only stay tens mS, if not get test code after that, The
channel light will be off. So during channel test program, test code+reset code should send in high
frequency. This function can recognize high frequency error (If the lighting state is flashing, it indicates
a fault).

test resetrest test reset test



4 . First light assist channel test mode（ controller have F D O port ）

1 . The former test is when test only considering main channel test, means only consider controller port 1 (DO port)

transmit data to first led DIN. If for more completely test, the first led assist channel FDIN need test too. So controller

need it’s own port 2 (FDO) to connect first led FDIN, it’s transmission data of reset code and test code is same as DO

port, but controller FDO port should be little delay about 200nS-300nS compare to DO port.

As below,

DO ： reset test rest test reset test

FD O ： reset test reset test reset test
Transmit
delay

20 0 n S ﹤ transmit delay ﹤ 3 0 0 n S ， “ transmit delay” starts after controller send full black data in
Channel test mode。 If transmit delay time is too short, the first led won’t light on even got test code, if
delay too long, the whole string led main not light normal.

2 . can not connect controller port 1 (DO) to both led DIN and FDIN, it means “transmit delay” is 0.
If so, in channel test mode, first led will think DIN and FDIN Short circuit, so first led won’t light ont even get
the test code.


